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IN  THE  COURT  OF  ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE, 

SONITPUR,TEZPUR 

 

Present: -     Md. Darak Ullah, A.J.S. 
  Additional Sessions Judge, 
  Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 
Committing Magistrate: Sri S.K. Dhar, 
       Chief Judicial Magistrate, 
       Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 
 

 Case No. Sessions 159 of 2011 
(Arising out of G.R. Case No.887 of 2007) 

               U/s.394/ 302 of IPC 

State 

 -Vs- 

           Sri Loknath Kurmi 

Advocates appeared:- 

 For the State  :    Smti R. Chakravarti, Ld. Addl. P.P. 

For the accused :    S.E. Alam, Ld. Advocate. 

Date of evidence :    19-8-11,20-9-11,27-3-12,19-11-12,29-12-14, 
        28-5-15,8-7-15,21-8-15,17-3-16,16-9-17. 

Date of argument :    15-11-2017, 08-12-2017. 

Date of Judgment :     12-12-2017. 

 

JUDGEMENT  

1.                      Brief history of the prosecution case is that on 24-5-

2007 at about 9 p.m., Monoj Kurmi, the brother of the informant 

Sanjay Kurmi went to Thelamara after collecting money of life 

insurance and then accused Loknath Kurmi took him to Ratanjuli and 

caused hurt him with dagger in front of the house of Tulshi Pal of 

Ratanjuli causing grievous injuries on his person. The accused also took 

away cash Rs.55,000.00 (Rupees fifty five thousand) only and the 
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motor cycle from Monoj Kurmi. Monoj Kurmi was taken to Kanaklata 

Civil Hospital with the help of Dhekiajuli police but on the next day  he 

died.  

 

2.                    An FIR to that effect was filed by the informant Sanjoy 

Kurmi  before  Dhekiajuli  P.S. which was registered as Dhekiajuli P.S. 

case no. 192/07  U/s 326/384/302  IPC. 

3.                    After investigation, the investigating agency has 

submitted charge-sheet against the accused Loknath Kurmi                         

U/s 326/384/302   IPC.  

4.                    On appearance of the accused, the copy was furnished to 

him and the case was committed to the court of Sessions as per 

Sections 209 Cr.P.C, by Sri S.K. Dhar, Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Sonitpur,  Tezpur  and thereafter this case is transferred to this Court 

for trial.  

5.                  After going through the materials on record, including the 

report U/s 173 Cr.P.C and after hearing both side, my ld. predecessor 

was pleased to frame charge U/s 394/302 IPC against the accused 

person. The contents of the charges were read over and explained to 

the accused person to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 

tried.  

6.                 During trial, prosecution has examined as many as 10 (ten) 

witnesses in the form of-  

7.  

  PW-1 Dr. Siba Prashad Bordoloi 
  PW-2 Sri Tankeswar Kurmi 
  PW-3 Smti Chinu Paul    
  PW-4 Sri Mantu Das 
  PW-5 Sri Sri Lakhi Kanta  Paul 
  PW-6 Sri Anup Das 
  PW-7 Sri Sanjay Kurmi 
  PW-8 Sri Binod Deka 

                  PW-9 Sri Mahendra Nath Bora 
                  PW-10 Sri Diganta Kr. Borah  
 
Prosecution has also exhibited some documents in the form of Ext.1 to 

Ext.12. Prosecution evidence was closed.  Statement of the accused                     

person recorded U/s 313 Cr.P.C   The  accused denied the allegation in 
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toto and adduced evidence of Dr. Pradip Kumar Nath as DW1  in his 

defence.  

 

8. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

(1) Whether the accused person on 24-5-2007 at 9 p.m. at village 

Ratanjuli under Dhekiajuli PS, voluntarily caused hurt by khukri to 

Monoj Kurmi in committing robbery and taken away Rs.55,000.00 

(Rupees fifty five thousand) only and one Hero Honda Glamour 

motor cycle belonging to Monoj Kurmi  and thereby committed an 

offence punishable under section 394  IPC.    

(2) Whether the accused person, on the same date, time and place  

voluntarily caused hurt to Monoj Kurmi and  as a result of the said 

hurt on the next day i.e. on 25-5-2007 at 9 a.m. said Monoj Kurmi 

died and thus the accused had  committed murder by intentionally 

causing death of Monoj Kurmi  and thereby committed an offence 

punishable under section 302  IPC within the cognizance of this 

Court.  

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION  AND REASONS THEREOF:- 

                   

9.      PW1 Dr. Siba Prashad Bordoloi  in his evidence stated 

that  on 26-5-2007 he performed post mortem examination on the 

dead body of Monoj Kurmi in reference to Dhekiajuli PS case No.192 of 

2007U/s.326/384/302 of IPC  being identified by UBC 1145 Jatin Nath 

and on examination found the followings : 

                     Average built male dead body. Rigor mortis present. 

Externally stitched wound on the injury, 1,2 and 3 as described below: 

1. Over the left side of neck (middle) 4”x  1/4 “ cut injury 

transversely and severing the muscles and great vessels 

of neck. Blood clots all around the wound with 

haematoma. The wound caused by sharp weapon.  

2. Cut injury (deep) from left angle of mouth with 4” 

extension laterally caused by sharp weapon.  

3. 2” x ¼ “ cut injury over right wrist near thumb 

(dorsally) by sharp weapon.  
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Semi digested food particles seen. Severed great vessels 

of neck (left). 

All other organs are healthy.  

Injuries are antemortem in nature.  

              He opined that the cause of death was shock as a result of 

severe great vessels of neck resulting profuse haemorrhage. These 

injuries are sufficient to cause the death of a person.  

             He has proved the post mortem report as Ext.1 wherein 

Ext.1(1) is his signature and Ext.1(2) is the signature of Joint Director 

of Health Services, Sonitpur, Tezpur.  

10.     In his cross examination he has stated that if there is 

repeated fall then these three injuries may be caused. He has further 

stated that he has not mentioned the age of injury in his rport but the 

injuries were antemortem.  

11.     PW2 Tankeswar Kurmi in his evidence stated that  on 

24-5-2007 while he was sleeping in his house, at about 12 p.m. Monoj’s 

father informed him that Monoj met with an accident and asked him to 

accompany him. Accordingly he along with his uncle and aunt went to 

Dhekiajuli PHC wherefrom the deceased was taken to Kanaklata Civil 

Hospital, Tezpur. While the deceased was taking from  Dhekiajuli PHC 

to Kanaklata Civil Hospital, Tezpur then he told that he was assaulted 

by Loknath Kurmi and took away his motor cycle and some money. On 

the next day the deceased was referred to G.M.C.H., Guwahati but he 

died on the way. The dead body was taken to Dhekiajuli PS and police 

prepared he inquest report. He has proved the inquest as Ext.2 wherein 

Ext.2(1) is his signature.  

12.     In his cross examination he has stated that  he along 

with the driver, 4/5 police personnel, his maternal uncle and aunt also 

travelled by the ambulance to Tezpur hospital. All of them had heard 

about the information given by the deceased regarding the assault. He 

saw cut injury on the face of the deceased. He was in a position to talk. 

He denied the defence suggestion that he has not stated before police 

that while Monoj was brought to Tezpur Hospital then in the vehicle he 

has reported that Loknath Kurmi after assaulting him taken his motor 
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cycle and money. He does not know who admitted Monoj at Dhekiajuli 

PHC.  

13.     PW3 Smti Chinu Paul in her evidence stated that on the 

date of occurrence at about 10:30/11 p.m. when she went to bed she 

heard screaming of a person “bochaok, bochaok”. Then she came out 

from the house with a lamp and called Mantu Das. She along with 

Mantu Das went to the place of occurrence, i.e. in front of the gate of 

Anil Das, and saw a person lying in injured condition on the road. Blood 

was oozing out from his head. On being asked the injured person told 

that his friend Kurmi took away his motor cycle and money and also 

caused injury by khukri. Then she along with Mantu Das informed in 

the police station.  

14.     In her cross examination she has stated that she along 

with Mantu Das informed in the police station at about 11:30/12 p.m. 

Police arrived at the place of occurrence after receiving information 

from them. She denied the defence suggestion that the injured did not 

tell her that he was assaulted by khukri. She also denied the defence 

suggestion that she along with Mantu Das did not inform in the police 

station.    

15.      PW4 Sri Mantu Das in his evidence stated that  on the 

date of occurrence at about 10 p.m. while he was in his house, he 

heard screaming of a person in front of the house of Anil Das and then 

he came out from his house. Chinu Paul also came. On being asked the 

person told that he is the resident of Thelamara. Blood was oozing our 

from the side of his neck. The person told that he was assaulted by his 

friend Loknath Kurmi who belongs to Keherukhanda village. He also 

stated that Loknath had taken away his motor cycle and also asked to 

take him to J.J. Hospital. He also saw the dagger lying near the person. 

He along with Chinu Paul, PW4 went to the police station and informed 

about the occurrence. Police came and took the injured in their vehicle. 

Police seized one money bag, one dagger, one torch. He has proved he 

seizure list as Ext.3 wherein Ext.3(1) is his signature. He has also 

proved the dagger, the cover of dagger, one torch light, one pocket 

diary and one money bag as Material Ext.1, Material Ext. 2, Material 

Ext. 3, Material Ext. 4 and Material Ext.5.  
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16.     In his cross examination he has stated that they did not 

ask the name of the injured. The seizure list was prepared on the next 

day of the occurrence in the house of Chinu Paul and he put signature 

on the seizure list in the house of Chinu Paul. The seized articles were 

taken by the police along with the injured.   

17.     PW5 Sri Lakhi Paul in his evidence stated that about five 

years bag on the night at about 10/10:30 p.m. while he was taking 

dinner,  hearing screaming in front of the house of Anil “bachaok, 

bachaok” his wife Chinu Paul came out. He also came out and saw one 

person lying with pool of blood. Then his wife Chinu Paul and Anil 

informed in the police station. The injured told that his friend fled away 

with a bike after assaulting him. Police came and took the injured. 

Police found torch, khukri, money bag and document. He has proved 

the blood strained khukri, khukri cover, torch light, pocket diary (small) 

and money bag as Material Ext.1, Material Ext.2, Material Ext. 3, 

Material Ext. 4 and Material Ext.5. Police seized those articles. He has 

also proved the seizure list as Ext.3 wherein Ext.3(2) is his signature.  

18.     In his cross examination he has stated that when he 

went to the place of occurrence except Anil no one was present. Police 

arrived at the place of occurrence after receiving information from Anil.  

19.     PW6 Anup Das in his evidence stated that about                 

5/ 5 ½ years back at about 10:15 p.m. while he was sleeping, he heard 

“bachaok, bachaok” in front of his house and then he came out and 

found one person lying in injured condition. On being asked he told 

that his friend Loknath Kurmi killed him and fled away by taking his 

motor cycle. His neighbor Chinu Paul and Mantu Das informed police. 

Police came and took the injured. He saw cut injury caused by dagger 

on the body of the injured. There were khukri, torch, money bag and 

pocket diary near the injured. He saw the Material Ext.1 to Material 

Ext.6 in the court. He has proved the seizure list as Ext.3 wherein 

Ext.3(3) is his signature.  

20.     In his cross examination he has stated that there were 

10/12 villagers at the place of occurrence and they have heard when 

the injured stated that he was assaulted. There were injuries on the 

back side of the head.   
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21.     PW7 Sri Sanjay Kurmi in his evidence stated that on   

24-5-2007 accused Loknath Kurmi and Monoj Kurmi went towards 

Singri in motor cycle. When they were returning at about 9 p.m., then 

accused Loknath Kurmi had inflicted cut injury to Monoj Kurmi with a 

khukri at Ratanjuli village and also took away money from him. He 

caused cut injury on his face and neck. Monoj became senseless. The 

neighbouring people called police and police called him over phone at 

about 11:30/12 p.m. Then he went to the police station and came to 

know that the injured was taken to Dhekiajuli PHC. He went to 

Dhekiajuli PHC and on being asked Monoj told him that he went with 

Loknath Kurmi and while they were returning at night, Loknath inflicted 

cut injury to him with khukri and also took away Rs.55,000.00 (Rupees 

fifty five thousand) and his motor cycle. Thereafter, doctor referred him 

to Kanaklata Civil Hospital and they took Monoj to Kanaklata Civil 

Hospital. Then they took him to Guwahati but on the way to Guwahati, 

at Amoni Monoj died. Then they took Monoj to Dhekiajuli PS. He filed 

an FIR in the police station. He has proved the FIR as Ext.6 wherein 

Ext.6(1) is his signature. Police has also prepared inquest. He has 

proved the inquest as Ext.2 wherein Ext.2(2) is his signature. Police 

recovered the motor cycle and given in his zimma.  

22.     In his cross examination he has stated that at about           

4 p.m.  he met Monoj  at Dhekiajuli town. He came to know about the 

occurrence when his brother Monoj  told the incident to him and police. 

He met his brother on the date of occurrence at about 1 a.m. at night 

at Dhekiajuli PHC. When his brother was narrating the incident to them, 

police, doctor and nurse were present. He denied the defence 

suggestion that when he met his brother, he was not in a position to 

talk and the incident was not narrated to him at Dhekiajuli PHC. He also 

denied the defence suggestion that he does not know as to who had 

killed and how his brother died. 

23.     PW8 Sri Binod Deka in his evidence stated that  about 

7/8 years back one day informant Sanjay Kurmi came to his house and 

took Rs.50,000.00 (Rupees fifty thousand) from him and gave a black 

colour motor cycle and a Nokia mobile hand set as mortgage. Sanjay 

gave the said money to his brother Monoj. On that day at about              
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1:30 a.m. at night Sanjay came to his house and told him that someone 

had killed his brother. The assailant was of village Keherukhanda. He 

also asked money from him. He gave Rs.1000.00 (Rupees one 

thousand) to him and also accompanied Sanjay to Tezpur Kanaklata 

Civil Hospital. He saw cut injury on the face and neck of brother of 

Sanjay. On the next day at about 3:30 p.m. Sanjay informed him over 

phone that his brother died.  On being asked Sanjay told him that they 

suspected a boy of Keherukhanda, who was the friend of Monoj, had 

committed murder and also took the money.  

24.     In his cross examination he has stated that no hand 

note was made for giving money to Sanjay. Deceased Papu and Sanjay 

came together to his house and after receiving the money from him, 

Sanjay gave the money to Papu in his presence.  

25.     PW9 Sri Mahendra Nath Borah in his evidence stated 

that after completion of investigation and having found sufficient 

incriminating materials against the accused he has filed the charge 

sheet against accused U/s.326/384/302 of IPC. He has proved the 

charge sheet as Ext.7 wherein Ext.7(1) is his signature.  

26.     PW10 Sri Diganta Kumar Borah in his evidence has 

narrated various stages of investigation conducted by him. He has also 

proved the inquest, seizure list, FIR, sketch map, statement of the 

accused, dead body challan, seizure list in respect of seizure of Hero 

Honda Glamour motor cycle, and Extract copy of GDE as Ext.2, Ext.3, 

Ext.6, Ext.8, Ext.9, Ext.10, Ext.11 and Ext.12 respectively. He further 

stated that during investigation he examined the injured at Dhekiajuli 

Hospital and he stated that Loknath Kurmi of Keherukhanda was his 

friend and he met Loknath at Thelamara Chowk and asked to 

accompany him to Singimari and both of them went to Singimari in the 

motor cycle of Monoj. Monoj Kurmi told that he is not acquainted with 

the road towards Singimari and then Loknath took him through the 

village and during that period Loknath Kurmi had given blow with 

dagger as a result he fell down and then Loknath Kurmi took away his 

motor cycle. He recorded the said statement of the injured. He further 

stated that he saw cut injury on the left side of neck of the injured.   
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27.        In his cross examination he has stated that he went to 

the place of occurrence on the basis of GDENO.830 dated 24-5-07 

made as per verbal information of Mintu Das. He found the seized 

articles one dagger, one dagger cover, one torch light, one money back 

and pocket diary lying on the ground at the place of occurrence. The 

seized dagger was stained with suspected human blood but he did not 

send it for forensic examination.  He also did not send the dagger cover 

for FSL. This witness further stated that PW2 did not state before him 

that when Monoj was taken to hospital he gave statement before him 

in the vehicle. PW2 also did not state before him that he saw blood 

oozing out from the head of the deceased. He recorded the statement 

of Monoj Kurmi at about 12:30 hours in the night of 24-5-07.   

28.            DW1 Dr. Pradip Kumar Nath in his evidence stated that on             

24-5-2007 I was posted as Medical and Health Officer-I at  Dhekiajuli 

Block P.H.C. As per direction, he brought the medicolegal register of 

Dhekiajuli Block P.H.C. which shows that on 25-05-07 at 12:25 a.m. at 

night he attended one injured namely Monoj Kurmi, son of Sri Khagen 

Kurmi of Thelamara Kamar Chuburi under Thelamara PS, Sonitpur 

escorted by SI D.K. Borah of Dhekiajuli PS. On examination he found 

the following injuries : 

1. Cut injury over left side of the face extending from left angle 

of the mouth, size 4 inch length and 3/4  inch depth  with 

active bleeding. 

2. Cut injury over right hand wrist joint, size 1 ½” x ½”. 

3. Cut injury over left side of the neck. 

4. Swelling over left side of the neck.  

The case was referred to Kanaklata Civil Hospital on that night.  

With the No.1 cut injury extending from left angle of the mouth, 

it is not possible for the patient to speak.  

He has proved the medicolegal register (proved in original) as 

Ext.A is wherein  Ext.A(1) is the relevant entry in the said register in 

serial No.705 and Ext.A(2) is his  signature (proved in original).  

29.                   In his cross examination he has stated that the age of the 

injury was not specifically mentioned in Ext.A(1). Due to active bleeding 

the patient could not speak before him.  
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ARGUMENT 

 

30.                         Ld. Addl.P.P.  for the prosecution, during argument, 

has argued that prosecution witnesses have proved the case against 

the accused beyond reasonable doubt and hence  prayed to convict the 

accused and punish him as per law.  

31.                 On the other hand, ld. defence counsel has submitted that 

the prosecution has totally failed to prove the case against the accused 

person beyond all reasonable doubt. He has submitted that this is a 

case of purely on substantial evidence.  Ld. defence counsel in support 

of his submission has relied upon the decisions of the Hon’ble 

Gauhati High Court in Anukul Mondal vs. State of Assam 

reported in 2014(2) GLR 11  and decision of the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court in Vijay Thakur vs. State of Himachal Pradesh 

reported in (2015)1 SCC (Cri.) 454. 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR DECISION 

 

32.                  Appreciating the evidence on record it is seen that none of 

the prosecution witnesses has seen the occurrence. except some of the 

witnesses have stated that the deceased after getting injuries had told 

them that the accused had assaulted him and took away his motor 

cycle. PW1 is Dr. Shiva Prashad Bordoloi who has proved the post 

mortem report as Ext.1 opining that the  cause of death was shock as a 

result of severe great vessels of neck resulting profuse haemorrhage. 

PW9 Mahendra Nath Borah and PW10 Diganta Kumar Borah are the 

investigating officers who have narrated various stages of investigation 

conducted by them. PW9 has proved the charge sheet as Ext.7 

whereas the PW10 has proved the inquest, seizure list, FIR, sketch 

map, statement of the accused, dead body challan, seizure list in 

respect of seizure of Hero Honda Glamour motor cycle, and Extract 

copy of GDE as Ext.2, Ext.3, Ext.6, Ext.8, Ext.9, Ext.10, Ext.11 and 

Ext.12 respectively. Various material contradictions were pointed out by 

the ld. Defence counsel to the fact that the witnesses are contradictory 
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in respect of identification of the offender who had committed assault 

upon the deceased. PW3 Chinu Paul has stated that after the incident 

the injured/deceased told her that his friend Kurmi had caused injury 

and took away his motor cycle. PW5 Lakhi Paul has stated that the 

injured told her that his friend took away his bike after assaulting him. 

The above version of PW3 and PW5 cannot be taken into consideration 

to come to a conclusion of guilt of the accused Lakhi Kurmi for 

commission of the alleged offence.  From the evidence reveals that 

incident took place at about 9 p.m. and immediately the injured was 

taken to hospital and thereafter on the next day morning he died. 

Although, PW7 Sanjay Kurmi, brother of the deceased, has stated in his 

evidence that he met his brother in injured condition at Dhekiajuli PHC 

where he had narrated the story that the accused had inflicted cut 

injury to him but his version cannot be believed because of the fact 

that DW1 Dr. Pradip Kumar Nath attending the injured/deceased on the 

fateful night has stated that due to active bleeding the patient could 

not speak before him. He has also stated that the cut injury extending 

from left angle to the mouth, it is not possible for the patient to speak. 

He has examined him at 12:25 a.m. on 25-5-07. If the Doctor by 

examining found that the patient is not in a position to speak and it is 

not possible for him to speak due to the injury sustained after the 

incident i.e. after about half an hour, the injured was not in a position 

to narrate the incident to PW7. The evidence of PW7 appears to be in 

the interest of the deceased and against the accused because of the 

fact that the deceased was the brother of the PW7. Although PW2 

Tankeswar Kurmi, PW4 Mantu Das and PW6 Anup Das have stated that 

the injured/deceased told them that the accused caused injury but PW8 

Binod Deka  who had accompanied PW7 Sanjay Kurmi, the brother of 

the deceased, has stated that PW7 Sanjay Kurmi told him that they 

suspected a boy of Keherukhanda, who was the friend of deceased 

Monoj Kurmi, had committed murder and also took the money. 

Moreover, Chinu Paul, the PW3 and Sri Mantu Das, the PW4 went to 

the police station and informed the matter to police but from the GDE 

No.830 dated 24-5-07, the Ext.12 it reveals that some unknown person 

had caused injury to one unknown person. If the injured had told them 
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the name of the offender immediately after the occurrence, certainly 

the informant of the GDE as well as Chinu Paul, the PW3 accompanying 

the informant would have stated before police the name of the 

offender at the very first instance. Such material contradiction made 

the evidence of PW3 and PW4 doubtful.  

33.     In a criminal case it is the boundant duty of the 

prosecution to prove the case beyond all reasonable doubt. Suspicion 

however grave cannot take the place of proof.  

34.    I have gone through the decision of the Hon’ble 

Gauhati High Court in Anukul Mondal vs. State of Assam 

reported in 2014(2) GLR 11 and decision of the Hon’ble Supreme 

Court in Vijay Thakur vs. State of Himachal Pradesh reported 

in (2015)1 SCC (Cri.) 454 wherein it was discussed and held that 

suspicion however grave cannot take the place of proof.  

35.    In the instant case also prosecution has failed to 

substantiate the suspicion to convert it to proof and as such the same 

cannot be treated as proof.  

36.              The Ld. defence counsel has rightly pointed out one 

legal position that the defence witness also stands in the same footing 

as to that of prosecution witnesses which was held by the Hon’ble 

High Court in John Ali (Md.) & Ors. vs. State of Assam reported 

in 2015(2) GLT 71. In the instant case DW1 Dr. Pradip Kumar Nath 

the treating doctor of the injured before his death has specifically 

stated that the injured was not in a position to speak due to the injury 

on his mouth.  

37.                In view of the above position, the version of the 

prosecution witnesses that the injured/deceased before his death had 

narrated the story becomes doubtful.  

38.                        In view of the above evidence on record I have found 

that prosecution has failed to establish the offence U/s.394/302 of IPC 

against accused person Loknath Kurmi  beyond all reasonable doubt.  
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O  R  D  E  R 

 

39.               In result, accused person namely  Loknath Kurmi  is acquitted 

from the charge U/s.394 /302 of IPC and set him at liberty forthwith.   

40.               Bail bond stands cancelled. The bailor is discharged from his 

liability.  

41.               Seized motor cycle be returned to its lawful owner. Other 

Seized articles be destroyed in due course.   

42.                G.R. Case No. 887 of 2007  be sent back to the Court of Ld. 

Chief Judicial Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur along with a copy of this 

order.  

43.                 Given under the hand and seal of this Court on this 12th day 

of December, 2017. 

 

(D. Ullah) 

Additional Sessions Judge,  
     Sonitpur,Tezpur 

Dictated and corrected by me 

 

 

         ( D. Ullah) 

Additional Sessions Judge, 
      Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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A P P E N D I X 
 

PROSECUTION WITNESSES 
 

  PW-1 Dr. Siba Prashad Bordoloi 
  PW-2 Sri Tankeswar Kurmi 
  PW-3 Smti Chinu Paul    
  PW-4 Sri Mantu Das 
  PW-5 Sri Sri Lakhi Kanta  Paul 
  PW-6 Sri Anup Das 
  PW-7 Sri Sanjay Kurmi 
  PW-8 Sri Binod Deka 

    PW-9 Sri Mahendra Nath Bora 
    PW-10 Sri Diganta Kr. Borah  
 

DEFENCE WITNESS 

DW1.. Dr. Pradip Kumar Nath 

PROSECUION EXHIBIT 

1. Ext. 1 : Post mortem report.  
2. Ext.2: Inquest report. 
3. Ext.3 : Seizure list. 
4. Ext.4  :    
5. Ext.5 :   
6. Ext.6 : FIR. 
7. Ext.7: Charge sheet.  
8. Ext.8: Sketch map.  
9. Ext.9: Statement of the accused. 
10. Ext.10: Dead body challan.  
11. Ext.11: Seizure list in respect of seizure of Hero Honda motor cycle.  
12. Ext.12; Extract copy of GDE,  
13. Material Ext.1 : dagger.  
14. Material Ext.2 : Cover of dagger.  
15. Material Ext.3 : torch light.  
16. Material Ext.4 : pocket diary. 
17. Material Ext.5 :  money bag.   

 
DEFENCE EXHIBIT 

1.  Ext.1 : Medicolegal register.   

 

 

 

 

(D. Ullah) 

Additional Sessions Judge,  
     Sonitpur,Tezpur 
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APPENDIX 

 
Prosecution witnesses: 

PW-1………………….. Ezira K. Sangma, 
PW-2………………….. Mejesh Sangma, 

         PW-3…………………..Neobala Sangma,  

PW-4…………………..Dr. Manashi Dutta, (M.O) 

         PW-5 ………………… Barwick R. Sangma, 

         PW-6…………………..Konika B. Sangma, 

 PW-7………………………Nephilson Sangma 

 PW-8………………………Utpal Bora (SI) 

Prosecution Exhibits : 
         Exhibit-1………………. Statement of the victim U/s 164 Cr.P.C 
         Exhibit-2………………. FIR 
         Exhibit-3………………. Injury report 
         Exhibit-4……………….Charge-sheet 
 
Defence Witnesses:  

Nil  
Defence Exhibits:  

Nil 
 
         

(Md. D. Ullah) 
        

Asstt. Sessions Judge, 
Goalpara 
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